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The dark color scheme and industrial imagery 
puts Atlatl in a niche market. With the possibility of 
expanding our target customers with “configurator lite” 
we may want to consider a lighter web site to reflect 
that. 

1.  This guy is the first thing people see when when 
come to the Atlatl website. 

2.  In my research I found a lot of companies using 
vidoes to help tell their story. These videos are  not 
bad, but they don’t show us the actual product.  

3.  The red navigation bar is actually the sub nav for the 
“Features” link in the top main nav. It’s basically a 
second way to access the features page.

4.  The set width for content against a dark background 
feels heavy and dated.
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Design notes on the current home page
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1. “ Design. Quote. Close. While still on your first sales 

visit.”  
 -  How does Atlatl help the user do this? The 

answer should be easy to find. 

2.  “A revolutionary application designed for 
manufacturing sales that is customized to your 
specific business, sales and CRM needs.”  
 -  This doesn’t give me the full story. Where is the 

full story? Where do I go next?

Furthermore, This 2 messages speaks to a single 
application - Dart, the 3D configurator. Is this the only 
product Atlatl sells? What about SRP?

The unspoken message?  

What is the message?
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The blue boxes highlight the 19 active links above 
the fold and 9 more links below. The user has an 
abundance of options, but no guidance. 

Questions 
1.   Should there be a more logical flow for the site? 

2.   Can we tell a story and guide the visitor to take a 
specific action?

3.   What is the action we want the website visitor to 
take? 

4.   Who is this website speaking to? Potential 
customers? What information are they looking for? 

5.  What about current customers? 

Where does the user go from here?
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This header and this footer appear as bookends to 
every page on the Atlatl website.  

The blue boxes highlight the ways the user can contact 
Atlatl, but I’m not sure there is incentive to do so! 

1.   This main navigation bar contains 7 links with equal 
hierarchical weight.  Can this be pared down to 
only a few links that guide the user more simply and 
easily through the Atlatl products? Can links to some 
of these pages be delegated to only appear in the 
footer (the link to the contact page perhaps? The 
About Atlatl link?).

Notes on the header and footer
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1.   This seems to speak to a singular product called 

Atlatl. 

2.   Each tab relates to one of the sections below. When 
clicked it generates a new page showing only that 
section. Is this the best way to do this? 

Questions 
1.   This is a long page with a lot to read. Can we be 

more concise?

2.   Should this be broken up by products, not features? 
Or problem -> solution?

Notes on the Features page
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This entire section puts Atlatl in a very niche market. Do 
we want to be this specific? 

1.   This page introduces a second style of secondary 
navigation. The red bar at the top of the Features 
page achieves the same effect. Use one style or the 
other. 

Questions 
1.   Can Atlatl software work for any industry? Is this page 

needed?

Notes on the Industries page
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This entire section puts Atlatl in a very niche market. Do 
we want to be this specific? 

1.   Oops. 

2.   “From discovery to deployment, a midsize project 
can be completed within 120 days.” 

Notes on the FAQ page
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1.   Design/coding of the ROI calculator needs to be 

cleaned up.

Notes on the ROI page
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Learning about the company might not be the priority 
of the website visitor, yet this link is in the main nav bar 
and given as much heirarchy as other links. Maybe the 
link to this this is in a secondary navigation space such 
as the footer. 

1.   There is an About Us link in the footer that brings the 
user to this broken page.

Notes on the About Us page(s)
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This is a very popular template for websites that is 
quickly becoming dated. The Atlatl website uses this 
general layout, but these websites do it a bit better. 

1.  These websites have no bounding box, but rather 
appear to expand to the edge, no matter how wide 
the window is stretched.

2.  Rotating carousel can be utilized in this area to 
expand content. 

Although there are ways to update and refresh the 
current website template without doing a complete 
overhaul, it would be like putting a band aid on a 
wound that needed stitches.

Design Inspiration : Same template as Atlatl, but better 
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Squarespace is a SaaS-based content management 
system (CMS) which is composed of a website builder, 
blogging platform and hosting service. The service 
allows individuals and businesses to create and 
maintain websites and blogs. 

This landing page contains 5 active links (compared to 
Atlatl’s 28) , has a clear message, and a clear path for 
the user.

1.   Rather than overwhelming the visitor with links and 
choices, Squarespace hides most of their menu 
under a button.

2.   This is a clear call to action. Squarespace is ready 
to tell their story and will guide the website visitor 
through the site.

3.  Realizing that this video link was not as important as 
other links, Squarespace put this link lower on the 
page to create hierarchy. 

4. Squarespace has three landing page designs 
speaking to different industries.

Design Inspiration : Squarespace - The landing page 
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1.  The full menu displays links to all sections of the 

website. Even with all of these links present there 
is still a clear heirarchy. Notice where the “About 
Squarespace” and “Contact Us” links are located. 

2.  A path for current customers.

Design Inspiration : Squarespace - The menu 
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This is the first step after clicking the “get started” 
button. The website coaxes the user into completing  
a task. 

1.  Low committment (“you can switch at any time” and 
“no credit card required”) , easy 3 step process.

2.   Realizing the user may have cold feet about setting 
up a free trial at this point, Squarespace is smart to 
offer only 1 other visible option here: tour.

Design Inspiration : Squarespace - the guided call to action 
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Another clean and simple landing page. A simple 
message with a clear path for the user. This landing 
page only gives two intimidate choices for the user to 
click on. 

1.  Similar to Squarespace, Sofon hides the full range of 
navigation options in order to guide the user through 
a defined story.

2.  This is clearly the way Sofon wants visitors to their site 
to go. 

Design Inspiration : Sofon - The landing page
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Sofon continues to tell their story in short and easy 
pieces. They don’t fill a single page with content, but 
rather urge the user to keep going with a single button.

1.  This button continues the user down the screen to 
continue on the path Sofon has defined.

Design Inspiration : Sofon - the guided call to action
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The user continues to click on the arrow buttons. Each 
new section is a small chunk of information. When the 
user reaches the end there are 2 choices.

Design Inspiration : Sofon - the guided call to action



20Design Inspiration : Pencil - Tell A Story With A Long Page

This style is highly visual and guides the user through  
a story. 

1.  There is 1 clear call to action at the end.

2.  The Pencil landing page appears similar to the others 
we have looked at. It has simple navigation with 1 big 
button giving a clear path for the website visitor. 
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22Take away questions

What is the message? 
Make it clear and concise on the landing page. Tell it in words and in pictures.

What is the story? 
Have a story and guide the user through it. Video?

What end result are you looking for? 
Guide the user to a clear call to action. 

What about our current customers? 
Should we offer an alternate path for those seeking customer support?


